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The demand of storing and transferring user generated content (UGC) has been rapidly growing with the popularization of mobile
devices equipped with video recording and playback capabilities. As a typical application of software-defined networks/network
functions virtualization-based pervasive communications infrastructure, content delivery networks (CDNs) have been widely
leveraged to distribute contents across different geographical locations. Nevertheless, the content delivery for UGC is inefficient
with the existing “pull-based” caching mechanism in traditional CDNs, because there exists a huge volume of lukewarm or cold
UGC which results in a low cache hit ratio. In this paper, we propose a “push-based” caching mechanism to efficiently and
economically deliver UGC videos. Different from traditional CDNs which separate the original content storage and caching, we
directly store UGC videos into selective servers which serve as both reliable storages and user-facing uploading servers. By carefully
and dynamically selecting the storage locations of each UGC object based on its popularity and locality, we not only guarantee the
data availability but also remarkably improve the content distribution performance and reduce the distribution cost.

1. Introduction

Videos in video on demand (VOD) systems have historically
been created and supplied by a limited number of media pro-
ducers.The emergence of mobile devices such as high quality
smart phones and tablets equipped with video recording
capabilities has enabled the general public to record events,
generate videos, and upload them to video-sharing sites such
as YouTube. Nowadays, Internet users are not only content
consumers, but also content publishers as well. Besides, users
could access contents via mobile devices at any time and
anywhere. Such advent of user generated content (UGC) in
mobile Internet era has remarkably reshaped the online video
industry.

As a typical application of software-defined networks/
network functions virtualization-based pervasive commu-
nications infrastructure, content delivery networks (CDNs)
have been playing a critical role in offering fast and reliable

communication services by distributing content to cache or
edge servers located close to users. Today, video providers
rely on overlay CDNs like Akamai, Limelight to leverage
their presence across different geographical locations to serve
video contents. However, the explosive video consumption
paradigm shift in the mobile Internet environment has
introduced new challenges in distributing UGC videos for
CDNs.

(1) The conventional caching schemes utilized in tradi-
tional CDNs are ineffective with UGC. We crawl the request
logs fromYouku (http://www.youku.com/), the largest video-
sharing website in China, to simulate the impact of UGC
on traditional CDN and compare it with provider generated
content (PGC). We sample 20,000 UGC videos and 2000
PGC videos in Youku. Figure 1 shows how the hit rate of UGC
andPGCevolveswith cache size usingmost common caching
technique, least recently used (LRU). After cache size achiev-
ing 10% of the total video volume, the hit rate gain becomes
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Figure 1: Hit rate as function of cache size.

slower while expanding cache size in UGC. It suggests that
the long tail of lukewarm videos in UGC exacerbates the
efficacy of cache deployment.

(2) The passive content management does not apply to
cost control in UGC. Supposing that the UGC and PGC
video number is 2 × 10

8 and 2 × 10
5, we calculate the total

cost including storage and bandwidth as cache proportion
increases according to current pricing norms [1] (http://www
.bizety.com/2014/08/24/cdn-storage-selling-feature/). Figure 2
illustrates that caching 50% content in edge servers passively
is sufficient for PGC to achieve low cost, while partial passive
caching in traditional CDNs does not contribute to cost
reduction in UGC. Meanwhile, the content volume is still
increasing at a speed of 53% (http://blog.performics.com/per-
formics-weekly-digital-digest-5-23-13/) per year, faster than
the decreasing speed 28% (http://www.dostor.com/article/
2013-08-29/3649023.shtml) of storage cost, thus leading to
ever-increasing cost.

(3) The usefulness of the most widely used DNS name
resolution approach based on URL in traditional CDNs is
declining for massive content. Authoritative DNS maps the
URL to an IP address in TTL period. However, the explosive
growth of the UGC namespace has decreased the effective-
ness of DNS caching. Further, the timeout-based invalidation
of stale mapping cannot guarantee cache coherency [2].
Nowadays, many UGC video portals build their own naming
system. However, as far as we know, the study has stayed in
measurement and analysis [3].

In this paper, we firstly propose a general framework for
UGC video delivery, namely, adaptive content management-
(ACM-) based CDN. By introducing proactive content man-
agement, joint content replication, and request routing design
principles into systemdesign, it could achieve high scalability,
flexibility, and performance goals and reduce cost as well.

Second, after conducting extensive measurement on
Youku, we analyze temporal popularity evolution and geo-
graphic location distribution for UGC videos. Based on
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Figure 2: Cost as function of cache proportion.

the popularity predictability and geographic locality char-
acteristics, we present data-driven content replication and
request routing algorithms so that videos are replicated at
“cost-effective” locations and server selection is content-
aware.

In order to evaluate our system, we build an experi-
ment platform with realistic UGC traces. Our trace-driven
simulation clearly demonstrates the quantitative benefits of
our ACM-based CDN. In particular, our ACM-based CDN
reduces latency by 14.7%, network load by 63%, and server
load by 50% at 95th percentile.

2. Framework Design

In this section, we begin with an overview of our goals and
principles for guiding the design of framework forUGCvideo
delivery. Then we describe the key components to satisfy the
design goals and philosophies.

2.1. Design Goals. To design UGC video delivery framework,
we first illustrate four significant design goals.

(1) High Scalability. At the fundamental level, scalability for
UGC video means handling more clients, content, and traffic
(e.g., over 1 billion unique users have visited YouTube each
month, over 100 hours of video has been uploaded every
minute, and over 6 billion hours of video has been watched
eachmonth onYouTube (https://www.youtube.com/yt/press/
statistics.html)). This also means that a name resolution
system should support ever-growing number of content and
distributed servers.

(2) Flexibility. The video popularity and geographical access
change dynamically as time goes by under UGC environment
[4]. This requires the system to support changes in name-
addressmapping to rapidly propagate newmappings to users.
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(3) High Performance. The multimedia streaming service
requires higher QoS, such as lower startup delay, lower trans-
mission delay, and higher continuity. Any degradation in any
of these factors may impact users’ experience. Balachandran
et al. [5] observed that an increase of the buffering ratio of
only 1% can lead to more than three minutes of reduction in
the user engagement.

(4) Controllable Cost. The massive number of user gener-
ated videos and visits consume a huge volume of storage
and network resource (e.g., Tudou (http://www.tudou.com/)
consumed 1 PB bandwidth each day for transferring videos
in 2012). The system should be carefully designed to reduce
unnecessary resource consumption.

2.2. Design Principles. Then, we introduce two design princi-
ples into framework design to satisfy the above requirements.
The first principle is to bring proactive self-adapting content
management into content distribution. Content management
is strategically vital to a CDN for efficient content delivery
and for overall performance.TheUGCvideo distribution and
propagation in mobile Internet environment have brought
new features with respect to highly dynamic access, flattening
popularity distribution [4], and marginalized content deliv-
ery. Therefore, it is necessary to develop a proactive self-
adapting contentmanagementmechanism intoUGC content
delivery and guarantee favourable users’ experience.

The second principle is to merge content replication and
request routing together. A CDN must decide on how and
where to replicate the content in an intelligent way, referred
to as content replication problem. Also, it is challenging for a
CDN to select the best server to respond to the user, known as
request routing problem. Both problems are interdependent
and thus should be considered together to operate in an
efficient manner.

2.3. Architecture. According to the above design goals and
philosophies, we propose a general architecture for UGC
video delivery. As shown in Figure 3, it has three components.

(1) Video ID Space. Each video is uniquely identified by a “flat”
name instead of the Internet’s current host-centric naming
for the reason that DNS overloads the names and rigidly
associates them with specific network locations, making it
inconvenient to migrate data. Flat namespace’s scalability
issue could be solved by distributed hashing table (DHT).

(2) Name Resolution System. It comprises the log collection,
machine learning, mapping, and performance monitoring
modules. Log collection module keeps track of users’ access
behaviour. Machine learning module analyzes collected data
and predicts video access characteristics with respect to
video’s popularity evolution and geographic distribution
to guide the content replication. Performance monitoring
module gathers information about performance of network
and servers and maintains an up-to-date view of network
resources. The mapping module establishes video ID-to-IP
address index and provides content-aware request routing
service.
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Figure 3: Architecture for UGC video delivery.

(3) Distributed-Tiered Hybrid Storage System. Traditional
CDNconsists of a centralized storage data centerwhich stores
all the content and multiple delivery servers responsible for
handling users requests. However, it is challenging for a
centralized data center to store massive and rapidly growing
content. Different from traditional CDN which separates the
original content storage and caching, we directly store UGC
into selective servers which serve as both reliable storages and
user-facing uploading servers. We adopt distributed storage
to manage video collection and guarantee dataset integrity.
While videos with different popularity have varying access
characteristics, they should not be considered collectively.
We sort videos into three logical layers according to their
popularity: hot, medium, and cold. Each layer determines
how many replicas are kept on servers, where to place these
replicas, and how often to update them.

The name resolution space combined with flat video ID
space achieves qualitative goals. (1) Scalability. In our design,
mapping module could provide IP addresses in content-
granularity to users directly. This solves the inefficient
caching and slow update problems [2] existing in traditional
DNS resolution mechanism. Further, due to loose coupling
between mapping module and physical servers, it is straight-
forward to expand service capability of mapping servers
or storage servers individually, without mutual interference.
(2) Flexibility. Data becomes the first-class entity; it can be
freely migrated or replicated across hosts and administrative
boundaries. We can easily decouple content replication and
request routing from sticky dependency via name resolution
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space and flexibly customize policies separately. Further,
mobility and multihoming can be elegantly supported.

The name resolution space combined with hybrid storage
system achieves quantitative goals. (1) High Performance.
Using data-driven technology to guide the videos replicating
at most appropriate locations, users could quickly find a
nearby replica. The periodical push-based approach reduces
frequent video fetch and replacement, thus avoiding network
congestion. Further, each server only deals with a small set of
videos, refraining from overloading a server. (2) Controllable
Cost. Our design could save storage cost as videos are
replicated on demand and change as time goes by. We could
evenfind a tradeoffbetween the storage cost andperformance
in our future work. Meanwhile, the content-aware request
routing can eliminate the bandwidth waste due to frequent
content migration in a conventional network-aware request
routing.

3. Key Algorithms

In this section, we first investigate the popularity and geo-
graphical distribution of UGC and then explore how these
characteristics can be used for guiding content replication
and request routing, two important algorithms in the system
design.

3.1. UGC Measurement and Analysis. In our measurement,
we have crawled our dataset from Youku during the first two
weeks of August 2015, using snowball samplingwith initial set
consisting of 10 random videos. We processed our collected
datasets to remove (1) videos with missing or inconsistent
information and (2) non-UGC videos according to category.
The total number of samples was 200,000. For each video,
we collected the following attributes: (1) its total number of
views; (2) its views per day over time since it is uploaded; (3)
its geographic distribution which represents howmany views
it received from each province; and (4) its top ten list of cities
with the most traffic.

3.1.1. Temporal Popularity. Szabo and Huberman [6] first
observed that the log-transformed popularity exhibits strong
correlations between early and later periods. In this paper,
we use Multivariate Linear (ML) model [7] to predict the
popularity �̂�

𝑡
(V) of a video V on target day 𝑡. Given the number

of views 𝑥
𝑖
(V) on each day before the target day 𝑡, we can

define the feature vector𝑋
𝑡,𝑛
(V) of video V as

𝑋
𝑡,𝑛 (V) = (𝑥

𝑡−1 (V) , 𝑥𝑡−2 (V) , . . . , 𝑥𝑡−𝑛 (V))
𝑇
. (1)

Thenwe can estimate the number of views video V can get
on target day 𝑡 as

�̂�
𝑡
(V) = Θ

𝑛
⋅ 𝑋
𝑡,𝑛
(V) , (2)

where Θ
𝑛

= (𝜃
𝑡−1

, 𝜃
𝑡−2

, . . . , 𝜃
𝑡−𝑛

) is the vector of model
parameters. Intuitively, each parameter value represents the
importance of each day for estimating views on target day. To
train model parameters, we use mean Relative Square Error
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Figure 4: mRSE as various previous 𝑛 days.

(mRSE) as cost function on training videos set 𝑉. We define
cost function 𝐽(Θ

𝑛
) as follows:

𝐽 (Θ
𝑛
) =

1

|𝑉|
∑

V∈𝑉
(
�̂�
𝑡
(V)

𝑥
𝑡
(V)

− 1)

2

, (3)

where 𝑥
𝑡
(V) is the actual number of views of V on target day 𝑡.

The global optimal solution is to find the best parameter
vector which minimizes the cost function:

Θ
∗

𝑛
= argmin 1

|𝑉|
∑

V∈𝑉
(
�̂�
𝑡,V

𝑥
𝑡,V

− 1)

2

,

= argmin 1

|𝑉|
∑

V∈𝑉
(Θ
𝑛
⋅
𝑋
𝑡,𝑛
(V)

𝑥
𝑡 (V)

− 1)

2

.

(4)

The optimization problem can be solved by gradient
descent algorithm which starts with some initial Θ

𝑛
and

repeatedly performs the update:

Θ
𝑛,𝑗

= Θ
𝑛,𝑗

− 𝛼
𝜕

𝜕Θ
𝑛,𝑗

𝐽 (Θ
𝑛
) , (5)

where 𝛼 is the learning rate and Θ
𝑛,𝑗

is the 𝑗th weight of Θ
𝑛
.

To validate our model training process, we randomly
extract three categories: music, game, and entertainment. For
each category, along with all videos, we use 10-fold cross
validation to calculate predicted popularity. During training
process, given different number 𝑛, we can get different model
parameter vectorΘ

𝑛
, and then we useΘ∗

𝑛
to estimate �̂�

𝑡
(V) on

validation data based on (2). Figure 4 shows the correlation
between mRSE and latest 𝑛 days for different categories. We
can draw two conclusions that are helpful for guiding content
replication from temporal perspective.

(1) The prediction of popularity on target day based on
historical data is highly accurate. In fact, we only need
views data on latest three days, yielding 18% to 25%
prediction error to predict video’s popularity.
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Table 1: Popularity category.

Category # of views % of videos Average views
C1 [0, 104) 45.0 2792
C2 [10

4, 105) 35.1 38710
C3 [10

5, 106) 16.8 281105
C4 [10

6,∞) 3.1 2427914
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Figure 5: Geographic cumulative distribution of views.

(2) Prediction on subsamples of the dataset extracted
by video category reduces 5% mRSE on average
compared to the whole dataset. Prediction based on
category is more accurate.

3.1.2. Geographic Location. We examine the geographic dis-
tribution of views for UGC videos on province granularity
and city granularity. We divide our dataset into four cate-
gories according to view numbers (Table 1).

Province Granularity. For each video, geographic views from
each province are sorted in decreasing order. We then com-
pute the cumulative distribution of views of each video and
plot the average over each popularity category. Figure 5 shows
that 30% of provinces could cover 70% of video views for all
categories.

City Granularity. Due to the limitation of dataset, we use
linear fitting approach for ten most traffic cities in log-log
coordinate to establish geographic distribution on city gran-
ularity (Figure 6).The distribution function can be expressed
as follows:

log𝑦
𝑛
= 𝑘 log 𝑛 + 𝑏, (6)

where 𝑛 is the city traffic rank and 𝑦
𝑛
is the corresponding

views. From Figure 6, we observe that cities distribution
satisfies power law profile. China has 287 cities. Top 10 cities
(3.5%of cities) could cover 30%of all traffic.Given (6), we can
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Figure 6: Views distribution of top 10 cities.

calculate that 60 cities (20%of all cities) could hold 70%of the
overall traffic.

The above measurement illustrates that locality of geo-
graphic access is universal, whether from coarse or fine
granularity. It is feasible to direct content replicating in small-
scale locations to achieve most of the traffic.

3.2. Content Replication

Initial Replication. When video is first uploaded by a user, it
will be stored by a server which is closest to uploader in cold
level.

ReplicationUpdate. Assume time advances in time slots. First,
we estimate the number of views �̂�

𝑡
(V) video V may achieve

at time 𝑡 using (2). The thresholds of medium level and hot
level are denoted as 𝑇

𝑀
and 𝑇

𝐻
. Only if �̂�

𝑡
(V) exceeds the

corresponding threshold, can the video migrate to higher
level.The cold level is responsible for permanent storage.The
replication location sets for cold, medium, and hot level are
denoted as 𝐿

𝐶
, 𝐿
𝑀
, and 𝐿

𝐻
. We define 𝜆

𝑙,𝑡
(V) as the views

of video V generated from location 𝑙 at time slot 𝑡. 𝛼
𝑀

and
𝛼
𝐻
represent geographic access locality in medium level and

hot level. For example, if China’s provinces (|𝐿
𝐻
| = 34) reach

the hot level, then 𝛼
𝐻
can be set 70%/30%, denoting 70% of

the views divided by corresponding location numbers (34 ×
30%) as the geographic propagation threshold.This threshold
guides video replicating at desirable locations and these
parameters can be tuned for balancing between user perfor-
mance and storage cost. Our content replication algorithm is
illustrated in Algorithm 1.

3.3. Request Routing. We use an abstract function QoS(𝑢, 𝑟)
to quantify the quality of service between user 𝑢 and replica
𝑟. The QoS metric can be related to many factors such as
latency, network congestion, and server load. This provides
content provider the flexibility to define its own QoS metric.
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(1) if V is newly updated then
(2) replicate V at closest location 𝑙 ∈ 𝐿

𝐶

(3) else
(4) estimate �̂�

𝑡
(V)

(5) if �̂�
𝑡
(V) < 𝑇

𝑀
then

(6) if V is in medium or hot level at time 𝑡 − 1 then
(7) delete V from medium or hot level
(8) end if
(9) else if 𝑇

𝑀
≤ �̂�
𝑡
(V) < 𝑇

𝐻
then

(10) for 𝑙 ∈ 𝐿
𝑀
do

(11) if 𝜆
𝑙,𝑡−1

(V) ≥ 𝑥
𝑡−1
(V) × 𝛼

𝑀
/|𝐿
𝑀
| then

(12) replicate V at location 𝑙
(13) end if
(14) end for
(15) delete extra replicas of V in medium or hot level
(16) else
(17) for 𝑙 ∈ 𝐿

𝐻
do

(18) if 𝜆
𝑙,𝑡−1

(V) ≥ 𝑥
𝑡−1
(V) × 𝛼

𝐻
/|𝐿
𝐻
| then

(19) replicate V at location 𝑙
(20) end if
(21) end for
(22) delete extra replicas of V in medium or hot level
(23) end if
(24) end if

Algorithm 1: Content replication algorithm.

Further, multihoming is naturally supported in our content-
aware request routingmechanism.Many specific server selec-
tion or scheduling algorithms [1, 8] based on multihoming
can also be applied in our video delivery framework. For
intuitive comparison with traditional CDNs, we adopt a
simple server selection mechanism: choose one replica 𝑟

⋆

with best QoS serving the user 𝑢 by using criterion 𝑟
⋆

←

argmax
𝑟∈𝑅V

QoS(𝑢, 𝑟), where 𝑅V is the replica list for video V.

4. Simulation and Evaluation

In this section, we mark our proposed framework as ACM-
based CDN.We collected 5,000 pieces of real request data for
a week from September 1 to September 7 in 2015 from Youku
portal. We conduct the experiment based on the data to
analyze ACM-based CDN’s performance from the following
perspectives: (1) latency; (2) network congestion; (3) server
load.

4.1. Experiment Setup. Our experiment is conducted using an
event-based simulator implemented in Java. Figure 7 shows
our experiment map with locators indicating the replication
locations. The locations in medium level or cold level are
chosen by 𝑘-means clustering. To keep the experiment simple
and generic, we select server according to the geographical
distance. More QoS definitions of server selection will be
planned in our futurework.We set the time slot to 1 day due to
the granularity of access data we could achieve. According to
the result illustrated in Figure 4, we set 𝑛 = 4which is accurate
enough for videos which are uploaded more than 4 days.
That is, we only need to persist latest 4 day’s historical access

Hot
Medium

Cold

Figure 7: Experiment map of ACM-based CDN for UGC video
delivery.

data for prediction. In order to reduce the perturbations on
systemperformance in new time slot, videoswill be replicated
incrementally during idle time. Vectors of model parameters
Θ
1
to Θ
4
for each category and replication strategy are

calculated offline. The simulator uses extra previous 4 days
of the logs to build request histories and does not report the
performance of the caching algorithmduring those days.This
is because our algorithm needs the data of previous days to
replicate the initial videos in the cache. Table 2 summarizes
more detailed experiment parameters.
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Table 2: Experiment parameters.

Parameter Definition Value
𝑇 Duration of time 7
𝑁old Initial number of old views 5000
𝑁new Number of videos updated per time slot 10
𝑇
𝑀 Threshold for medium level 50

𝑇
𝐻 Threshold for hot level 500

𝐿
𝐶 Number of replication locations in cold level 4

𝐿
𝑀

Number of replication locations in medium
level 12

𝐿
𝐻 Number of replication locations in hot level 34

𝛼
𝑀

Geographic locality indicator in medium
level 2

𝛼
𝐻 Geographic locality indicator in hot level 2

For comparison, we take traditional content delivery net-
work as the baseline. We assume that it is composed of origin
server containing all the videos which is located in the map’s
center, 𝐿

𝑀
parent servers, and 𝐿

𝐻
edge servers which are in

the same locations illustrated in Figure 7. The origin server,
parent servers, and edge servers form a tree-shaped network.
A request arrives at the closest edge server and is routed along
the closest parent server towards the origin server until it
finds the server with the requested video. A traditional CDN
adopts LRU cache replacement policy when request misses.

In order to compare fairly, we try to allocate the same
storage capacity for different CDNs. We first compute the
average cache percentage consumed in hot andmedium level
in our framework. Depending on the result, 7%, the cache
percentage for parent servers and edge servers in traditional
CDN is set 10%, considering that our framework requires
extra name resolution system.

4.2. Results. For comparison, we conduct experiments of
two CDN systems based on the same real request data. The
experiment shows that our ACM-based CDN outperforms
traditional CDN for each performance metric.

Latency. We first present the latency which indicates the
transmission time between the request and the location from
which it was served. In our experiment, we assume the latency
is proportional to geographical distance which is expressed
as tenfold geographic distance between the user and selected
server in longitude and latitude coordinates. Figure 8(a)
shows the latency gap between our ACM-based CDN and
traditional CDN is 19ms at 90th percentile and 27ms at 95th
percentile, that is, 13.2% and 14.7% improvement, respec-
tively. The reason is that, by inferring videos access temporal
pattern and geographical locality, better prediction of videos
access times can be utilized to select closer replication posi-
tions to client, especially for a majority of lukewarm videos
compared to traditional “pull-based” caching approach.

Network Load. Next, we investigate the network congestion
under two different CDNs. The network load is calculated as
the number of videos transferring over the links. Figure 8(b)

shows that the network load in our ACM-based CDN is only
37% of that in traditional CDN at 95th percentile.

Server Load. Finally, we study the load on the servers in
Figure 8(c). The metrics is the requests served by the servers.
We normalize the total server load in our ACM-based CDN.
Servers for each level in the traditional CDN bear more load
than servers in our ACM-based CDN: 90.4%, 37.1%, and
253.8%, respectively. On the condition that the storage capac-
ity is almost equal, the total server load in the traditionalCDN
doubles that in theACM-basedCDN.The comparison exper-
iment of network and server load illustrates that our content-
aware request routing improves the efficiency to find an
appropriate server for serving client, instead of wasting band-
width on connecting to the upper server to find and transfer
the content.

From the result of experiment, the “push-based” adaptive
content replication algorithm, together with content-aware
request routing mechanism, supports faster video delivery
and imposes less traffic burden in network level. Further-
more, CDNs pay for bandwidth based on how many bits exit
their servers which can be reflected by our server load experi-
ment. Therefore, our framework together with our algorithm
could distribute UGC videos efficiently and economically
as well. But it is necessary to point out that compared to
traditional CDN which utilizes DNS for request routing, our
framework builds its own name resolution system to imple-
ment refined content management. As video scale grows, we
will partition the mappings into different index servers using
consistent hashing. To look for the accurate index server for a
particular video ID, each index server needs to be cooperative
with the previous and next index servers to establish route.
Our ACM-based CDN will take a longer time to find the
video ID-to-IP address mapping but achieving higher perfor-
mance and lower cost in video transferring phase is worth the
sacrifice.

5. Related Work

Cachingmechanisms exploit storage capacity to absorb traffic
by replicating content closer to the network edge rather
than storing it in a central location which requires high
processing power. Most caching schemes utilized in wide-
area, distributed systems are initiated by clients (pull-based).
The problem of pull-based caching and eviction has received
many research efforts. For example, [9, 10] focused on online
eviction algorithms (LRU, FIFO, and LFU) and their variants
such as greedy and randomized versions. The drawback of
these pull-based approaches is that an optimal server is not
always chosen to serve content request.

To further improve the Web performance, several works
[11, 12] proposed push-based caching as a complementary
technique. It is formulated as an optimization problem under
a given traffic pattern and a set of resource constraints.

Many studies have examined the characteristics of user
generated videos. Cha et al. [4] observed the skewed dis-
tribution with long tails. Huguenin et al. [13] showed the
correlation between the content locality and geographical
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Figure 8: Cost and performance comparison.

locality. Cha et al. [14] observed the correlation between a
video’s history and its future demand.

In this paper, we utilize these characteristics to derive
models for prediction and guide intelligent “push-based”
caching, rather than assuming idealistic traffic pattern [11,
12]. In addition, compared to the unique solution given by
previous works [11, 12], server capacity in our framework can
be scaled up and down by adjusting the thresholds in hot
and medium level. It provides much more flexibility in cost
management.

6. Conclusions

We address in this paper the challenges in distributing UGC
videos, resulting from the gap between the new features of

UGC in mobile Internet environment and rigid architecture
of traditional CDN. We propose a new framework for UGC
video delivery that takes proactive contentmanagement, joint
content replication, and request routing into consideration.
Based on the UGC trace analysis for temporal predictabil-
ity and geographic locality, we present a data-driven con-
tent replication algorithm, which distributes content into
“cost-effective” locations, and corresponding content-aware
request routing algorithm. Extensive experiments driven by
the real-world traces demonstrate the high performance and
low cost of our design.
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